

Psychiatrists are ‘Officially’ the No 3. Killers After Heart-cancer: See horrific 'Official Statistics'



But ‘actually No 1. Killers’, as many more others die from heart/cancer/diabetes etc. via See psychiatrists pushing toxic psychotropic drugs



Tragically Cancer-Heart are purely accidental, lethal psychiatrists horrifically See psychiatrists killing 28% more than Road-Deaths!



Professor Peter Gøtzsche Director Nordic Cochrane Center Copenhagen See whistle-blowing on psychiatric mass-killing.



Dr Gøtzsche says "Almost all psychotropic drugs could be stopped See how with no harm & saving hundreds of thousands of lives



Dr James Davies trenchant criticisms of See bogus quackery of rogue butchering lethal-killing psychiatrists






Dr Joanna Moncrieff and See the rogue butchering lethal-killing psychiatrists
Horrific USA stats: 2.2 Million PA prescribed drugs deaths is 12% more deaths than heart disease and 30% more than cancer See death by medicine!
Whistle-blower John W. Newcomer MD ‘exposes’ lethal pandemic psychiatry-killing See the official Journal of Clinical Psychiatry horrific Admissions
GLENN FLOYD SENATE CANDIDATE & THE ‘CLEAN-BLOOD’ ACT ALLOWING ALL TO WITHDRAW FROM PSYCHOTOPICS www.glennfloyd.org/CLEAN.pdf

Psychiatrists kill, drugs are quite HARMLESS! They just sit in little cardboard boxes and syringes on chemists shelves they don't kill anyone!
Vilest lethal psychiatrists KILL by pushing highly toxic-psychotropic-drugs for profits in the Australian $13Billion annual Psychiatry-Pandemic Industry.

Glenn Floyd
Garth Daniels Family Advocate
2016 Australian Senate Endorsed Candidate (Victoria Independent)
STANDING WITH A ‘CRIMINAL PSYCHIATRIC PRACTICES PRIVATE SENATOR’s BILL’
The Psychiatry Pandemic www.glennfloyd.org/oped.pdf
Manslaughter in Melbourne www.glennfloyd.org/manslaughter.pdf
The Lethal Psychiatry Oratory www.glennfloyd.org/oratory.pdf
Journal of Psychiatry Whistle-blower John W. Newcomer MD, exposes Death-Rates www.glennfloyd.org/PP1.pdf
Psychiatrists Mass-Kill with Antipsychotic Medications: www.glennfloyd.org/MR1.pdf
U.N. Submission Recommendations against vilest psychiatry http://www.glennfloyd.org/unohchr.pdf
REQUEST AUSTRALIAN SENATE/HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION www.glennfloyd.org/SSAFP.pdf
The Summary of Global Psychiatry Killing Statistics www.glennfloyd.org/STATS.pdf

NEW MEDIA-RELEASE > https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MuhEgqiDS-I

BRAVA! Professor Julia Rucklidge Professor of Clinical Psychology
University of Canterbury NZ.
For your erudite evidence-based science fully discrediting the bogus discredited
psychiatric racket!
The lethally chilling point Professor Rucklidge makes is: THE DEATHS ARE ‘MASSIVELY INCREASING!’

Link
>

https://www.facebook.com/groups/speakoutagainstpsychiatry/permalink/1112874105453079/?comment_id=1113014845439005&comment_tracking=%7B%2
2tn%22%3A%22R%22%7D

As Senate Candidate I Glenn Floyd Demand The Immediate Sacking Of ALL DrugPushing Psychiatrists:
INCLUDING!!! Australia’s Patrick McGorry, Ian Hickie, Paul Katz and Anthony
Cidoni!
These men preside over unheard of pandemic drug-pushing killing not just
unknown in history but in human evolution!

I will examine these men’s activity in a full Criminal Psychiatric Practices Royal
Commission!
www.glennfloyd.org
www.glennfloyd.org/PANDEMIC.pdf

Senate Candidate Glenn Floyd Calls For Psychiatrist McGorry’s and all psychiatrists IMMEDIATE Sacking:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abghq5tZrV0
With a runaway pandemic youth suicide rate 50% higher than Road-Deaths caused by psychotropic drugs, this
psychiatrist wants to increase
antipsychotic medication to at-risk young people! McGorry and ALL pandemic killing psychiatrists must be now
stopped!

Keep this man and all psychiatrists away from our children! I regard McGorry as now the
most dangerous man in Australia!
AUSTRALIAN PSYCHIATRISTS NOW LETHALLY DELIBERATELY KILL MORE THAN CANCER, HEART-DEATHS AND ROAD-DEATHS.

I call out these rogue-butchering killing ghouls as killing with reckless indifference and they are now close to fully entering the
darkest shadow of Mens Rea,
because there now exists full criminal responsibility, a guilty mind; a guilty or wrongful purpose; a known CRPD Violation
criminal intent.
These deaths are a full and blatant violation of the Link> Australian fully ratified UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (CRPD).

Lady Madonna, See How They Kill: www.glennfloyd.org/oped.pdf

This Australian Psychiatrist Pandemic-Death Trade Is as Vile And Abominable as The Exposed Chinese HumanOrgan Trade.
I will introduce Link> 'The Criminal Psychiatric Practices Abolition Act' and Royal Commission To Investigate
McGorry’s And All Psychiatrists Lethal Role In These Rampant Pandemic Australian Psychiatric Deaths &
Morbidity.
I will call Royal Commission evidence from renowned damning global psychiatrists exposing this ghoulish
pandemic killing for what it is. A psychiatrist-led pharma-complicit-funded criminal collusion for the Australian
$28 Billion government funded death-trade!
I will call Royal Commission evidence from global leading damning psychiatric expert opinion from Professor Dr. Peter Gøtzsche,
Psychiatrist Dr Joanna Moncrieff, Psychiatrist Professor Jon Jureidini, Psychiatrist Dr Peter Breggin, Psychiatrist Dr Jock McLaren
Forensic Psychiatrist Science Expert Witness Dr Yolande Lucire, World Renowned Science Journalist Robert Whitaker.

85% Of These Heinous Psychiatrist Killers’ Funding Must Be Immediately Removed And Given To Psychotropic
Drug Withdrawal And Support And I will Introduce Link> 'The Clean-Blood Act' To Make This happen!
See the ghoulish 100th brutal forced Electro-Shock of Garth Daniels where family psychiatrist
testified to Supreme Court “this psychiatry evil will kill Garth”
Link>

Supreme Court Affidavit

WORLD’S ESTEEMED LEGITIMATE PSYCHIATRIC OPINION (UNDER) NOW FULLY REFUTES AUSTRALIA’S
HORRENDOUS $28 BILLION RAMPANT PSYCHIATRIC MASS-KILLING DEATH-REGIME.
World renowned Professor Dr. Peter Gøtzsche’s evidence calls out psychiatrists as direct ‘mass-killers’
Dr. Peter Gøtzsche Professor Research, Design & Analysis Copenhagen University, Director Nordic Cochrane Centre.
Dr. Gøtzsche utterly exposes the chilling regime of direct mass-killing, suicide and morbidity causes solely by psychiatrists.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTQ4t7RmyfM&feature=youtu.be

World renowned DR Joanna Moncrieff’s evidence calls out psychiatrists as ‘direct mass-killers’
Senior Clinical Lecturer Division of Psychiatry Faculty of Brain Sciences University College London. Dr Moncrief in the All-Party UK Parliamentary
Inquiry Exposes massive utterly unwarranted and utterly unethical death-rates due solely to criminal psychiatric practices of use of lethal drugs.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vejVt1fNYQk&feature=youtu.be&t=3853

World renowned Professor Jon Jureidini’s evidence calls out psychiatrists as ‘direct mass-killers’
Professor Jon Jureidini leading Psychiatrist at the Women’s and Children’s Hospital in Adelaide. Dr. Jureidini utterly exposes the fraudulent chilling
blatant killing liars in psychiatry concocting the ‘Chemical-Imbalance lie’ solely to line their pockets!
This is shown by the fraud of GlaxoSmithKline and the efficacy and harms of paroxetine in adolescents
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h0L78S_Ln9o

World renowned Psychiatrist Peter Breggin’s evidence calls out psychiatrists as direct ‘mass-killers’
Peter Breggin calls out psychiatrists as not making mistakes but calling them ‘criminals’ doing ‘consciously developed crime’. Peter exposes
psychotropic drugs can only destroy people’s brain function and turn them into psychotic caged animals.
Peter directly calls psychiatrists ignorant destructive, pathological power mongers doing horrible things to people
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3K-CojzvzQ

World renowned Psychiatrist Colin Ross’ evidence calls out psychiatrists as fraudulent, lying ‘mass-killers’
Colin Ross exposes psychiatrists as fraudulent, bogus quacks lying that people have genetic lifelong brain disorders

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AG1VHpsgUcY&app=desktop

World renowned Psychiatrist Jock McLaren’s evidence calls out psychiatrists as fraudulent, lying ‘mass-killers’
Jock McLaren exposes psychiatrists as fraudulent, bogus quacks lying that people have genetic lifelong brain disorders
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzdu3WQyIZg

World renowned Psychiatrist Dr Yolande Lucire’s evidence calls out psychiatrists as fraudulent, lying ‘mass-killers’
Yolande Lucire exposes psychiatrists as fraudulent, bogus quacks lying that deliver dangerous, killing destructive
psychotropic toxic poisons that cure nobody and mass-kill and cause mass-suicide and violence
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEoSs6Yo0DA

World renowned Science Journalist Robert Whitaker’s evidence calls out psychiatrists as fraudulent, lying ‘mass-killers’
World renowned Science Journalist Robert Whitaker in the All-Party UK Parliamentary Inquiry Exposes massive utterly unwarranted
and utterly unethical death-rates due solely to criminal psychiatric practices of use of lethal drugs.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vejVt1fNYQk&feature=youtu.be&t=334

SEE THE TRAGIC MASS DEATH AND MISERY THESE CALLOUS PSYCHIATRISTS HAVE DELIBERATELY CAUSED

Prescription: suicide, the Candace Downing story https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkJHUuJ6x-k Mathy’s 12-year old daughter had no psychiatric disorder.
She was prescribed sertraline because she suffered from school anxiety, and hanged herself.
Wendy Dolin - Drug-induced akathisia https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvoIFbR9OPk Wendy's 57-year old husband threw himself in front of a train after 6
days on paroxetine, which he had been prescribed for work-related anxiety.
Stephanie McGill Lynch - My child was killed by Prozac https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IlDX4kaC_hc

Australian psychiatrists McGorry, Katz and Cidoni AND ALL drug pushing psychiatrists must be immediately stood down pending
a Royal Commission into pandemic-psychiatric deaths.
These psychiatry-caused deaths globally are unprecedented in human history and vastly exceed the great European Black-Plagues
and the Nazi regime. McGorry, Katz and Cidoni are key psychiatric evil-regime drivers and I have requested an AFP investigation of
Katz and Cidoni’s practices. See Australian Federal Police Report request www.glennfloyd.org/BLOOD.pdf

Australian psychiatrists such as Patrick McGorry, Paul Katz and Anthony Cidoni AND ALL DRUG PUSHING PSYCHIATRISTSS MUST be
immediately shut-down from all psychiatry practice, until the full extent of their possible personal impacts on this destructive
pandemic regimes of death, suicide, and morbidity are fully known.
The lethal psychiatry death-rates now exceed 9 Million worldwide since 2000 and 500,000 die each year in USA and Europe!
Australian psychiatrists are leading deliberate killers, and they kill with utter chilling reckless indifference! They kill in full
knowledge that pushing their highly toxic psychotropic drugs will kill and escalate killing.
This is deliberate killing; this is malice aforethought; this is premediated killing! Their lethal pandemic must and will be stopped in
the senate with my Link > ‘Criminal Psychiatric Practices Abolition Act’ in addition to my Link> ‘Clean Blood Act’.

Australia now has death rates under rogue-butchering killing psychiatrists that now vastly exceeds Cancer, Heart-Deaths, and
Road-Deaths. However, Cancer, Heart-Deaths, Road-Deaths rates are ALL accidental-natural, psychiatry killing is deliberately masskilling of Australians with reckless indifference; and this is now at horrific and unnatural pandemic levels.
The horrifying underlying tragedy is youth suicides are spiraling at 50% above Road-Deaths & has NEVER BEFORE happened in
human evolution. THE YOUNG OF ANY SPECIES JUST DO NOT KILL THEMSELVES! Lethal psychiatrists are solely to blame!
By pushing an unprecedented lethal psychiatric regime that now kills more than Cancer, Heart-Deaths and Road-deaths; I
genuinely suspect Link> McGorry may be the most dangerous mass program-killer in Australia. If he has killed anyone, we MUST
find out how many he has killed under his treatments programs.
These mass-Australian death-rates are truly horrific and MUST be fully investigated! When it is youth suicide at unnatural
pandemic level death-rates it is truly alarming and it MUST be fully immediately investigated under a Royal Commission that will
show the suicide and drug link in detail.
I have conducted four and a half years of direct research on thousands of psychiatric files and with hundreds of impacted families
hit by Australian psychiatry and my research CONFIRMS psychiatrists alone solely kill at pandemic levels never before witnessed in
human history. Psychiatrists are mass-killers; see how exactly they kill www.glennfloyd.org/oped.pdf.
Psychiatric death-rates ‘ABS-officially’ state they are the third highest killer after Cancer-Deaths and Heart-Deaths and they fully
exceed Road-Deaths, but these figures conceal the true actual death-rates of psychiatry. The true killing is horrendous!
The reason is, psychiatric-pushed psychotropic toxic drugs also cause other MAJOR deaths, so it is now the number 1. Killer.
These other indirect deaths caused by massive terminal-conditions from these psychiatrist-pushed toxic psychotropic drugs are
morbidity, dyslipidemia, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, obesity, insulin resistance, impaired glucose regulation, hyperglycemia,
hypertension, coronary heart diseases, arrhythmia and stroke. The psychiatrists are the underlying killers!
These pandemic psychiatric killers are at their most lethally and horrifyingly dangerous by forcing highly-toxic psychotropic drugs
on to Australians. Norway (same population as Victoria) has NO FORCED toxic-psychotropic drug tranquilizer regimes.
Victoria issues 7,600 barbaric FORCED drug-pushing orders per annum that lead to massive pandemic deaths and morbidity! Italy
prohibits forced psychotropic drugs and ECT. Australia is a leading global killer and Victoria is the leading Australian psychiatric
killer.

The reason these psychiatrists are such sinister killers is not just the factual ABS Statistics showing them as direct psychotropictoxic drug pushing killers, but Coroner’s reports deliberately conceal ALL the deaths they directly cause.
And worse, ALL the psychiatrist CRIMINAL malpractice and negligence is deliberately concealed by psychiatrists having FULL VETO
power over ANYBODY accessing their own files in Freedom of Information laws.
The suicides, the deaths and the killing psychiatrist deliberate involvement are deliberately hidden by guilty psychiatrists
themselves! This is a massive cover up of state concealed killing and it MUST now and will be judicially investigated.
I demand a ‘Criminal Psychiatric Practices’ Royal Commission and I will immediately introduce a ‘Private Senator’s Bill’ if elected to
the senate for this critical measure to stop this tsunami of unnatural killing and mass-morbidity to determine the true level of this
horrendous psychiatric carnage.
AUTHOR GLENN FLOYD www.glennfloyd.org MOBILE 0407 861 056 EMAIL floydaubrey@bigpond.com

www.glennfloyd.org/BLOOD.pdf
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FIRST YOUTUBE SUMMARY OF THE CORRUPT AND FARCIAL MHT HEARING https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TrEmm2l3zH4&feature=em-upload_owner



SECOND YOUTUBE SUMMARY OF THE CORRUPT AND FARCICAL MHT HEARING https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIWdFY5nGBU&feature=emupload_owner

